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Seattle, WA

February 21, 2012

The Mayday went out as hurricane-force winds lashed the Rosario Strait of 
Washington, driving the Atco Arctic helplessly toward the shore near the Cherry 
Point refinery docks. The crew worked frantically to fix the broken steering gear on 
the huge tanker, but they needed time. More time than the storm was going to grant 
them. 

Tugs raced frantically to the ship’s aid, but they were unable to make much 
headway against the huge waves. The Atco Arctic was on its own until sea 
conditions moderated.

The freak winter storm had exceeded all forecasts, blowing 60 knots from the 
south-east, gusting to 70.

Captain Seth McDonald had done everything he could to save his ship, but 
without the ability to steer, he was being driven relentlessly toward the rocks by the 
hurricane-force winds. The Atco Arctic displaced 125,000 deadweight tons, and it 
was fully loaded. 

He realized with growing horror that his black cargo of Northern Slope crude 
was going to spill and destroy the fishing and wildlife in the entire Puget Sound 
area. Sticky oil would likely coat the beaches for decades. It would make the Exxon 
Valdez disaster look like a drop in the bucket. 

The certain end of his career was the least of his worries, for he so loved these 
lovely waters and islands, his beloved San Juans, the jewels of Washington state. It 
would be a crime beyond imagination to pollute them, to ruin them. He would be 
known to all as the criminal who allowed it to happen.
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His only hope was for Superman to arrive in time. The USCG had put an urgent 
call into FEMA headquarters — they supposedly had a way to contact him — but of 
course, the Man of Steel couldn’t be everywhere. The last report said he was 
digging survivors out of the wreckage of a massive earthquake in Chili. Like the 
USCG itself, Superman’s first duty was to save lives, not property. 

The Atco Arctic was simply not at the top of the Man of Steel’s list of worries 
tonight.

 Captain McDonald raised the mike of his VHF radio as he prepared to give the 
Coast Guard an update on the situation, only to pause when a powerful BOOM 
shook the Bridge. They stared out the windows, looking for the source of the 
explosion, only to have the tightly dogged steel door leading to the port wing 
station give off a squeal of overstressed steel. The men turned to stare in 
astonishment as the heavy door bent inward before wrenching completely off its 
hinges. A blast of wind-driven rain struck McDonald, forcing him to cover his eyes 
just as someone stepped through the open door.  

He thanked God that Superman had come after all.

He wiped the salt spray from his eyes, expecting to see a tall, muscular man 
dressed in blue tights. Instead, a slender girl dressed in an abbreviated blue outfit 
was bending the door crudely back in place, blocking most of the wind and rain. 
She turned around to face him as she pulled rain-soaked blonde hair from her face. 
Large blue eyes flittered across the men’s faces before pausing to stare at 
McDonald. 

“Are you the captain?” she asked in a strangely accented voice. 

McDonald didn’t recognize the accent, but he definitely recognized the famous  
“S” that decorated her chest. The girl wore a skintight blue top with that iconic “S” 
filling the space between pert, widely-spaced breasts. The shiny, wet fabric 
extended to the base of her ribs. Below that, a bare expansive of toned midriff 
dropped to a tiny slash of blue that only an optimist would call a skirt. Her long, 
lean legs dripped rain water to pool around a tiny pair of red shoes with red 
ribbons that laced up over shapely calves, their narrow heels adding three inches to 
her height.

“Who… who in the blazes are you?” McDonald gasped. 
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“That’s not important,” she said in her strong accent. “We have to prevent an 
ecological disaster. Tell me how.” 

McDonald’s thoughts raced. The girl was appeared to be wearing an abbreviated 
version of Superman’s costume, sans the cape, but she looked younger even than 
his daughter, Marisa, and she’d just turned fifteen. Yet this girl had torn that steel 
door off its hinges as if it was made of tissue paper.

“How…I mean, what can you do?” he asked.

“Anything my cousin can. So tell me how I can save your ship. Perhaps lift it and 
fly it further out into the strait?”

To his credit, McDonald pushed past his disbelief that anyone so slender and 
young and female could be as powerful as the mighty Superman. He thought only 
of preventing the imminent disaster. 

“Our cargo alone weighs more than 120,000 tons,” McDonald replied, 
swallowing hard. 

She flicked a strand of wet hair from her face, and then placed her hands on her 
trim hips to stare proudly at him, puffing out her chest. “That would not be a 
problem for me. I am quite strong.”

“But the hull of the ship isn’t,” Peter Smith, the Chief Engineer injected. “Not 
when lifted at one point. Our back would break. Worse than going on the rocks.”

“Then we’ll go with the original plan, the one we’d prepared for Superman,” 
McDonald said forcefully. “You will fly two seamen to the bow, Miss… Miss…”

“Zor El. My name is Kara Zor El.”

“Miss Zor El,” McDonald continued. “I need you to carry a man to each of the 
anchor windlasses. Then I need you to cut the anchors free — they each weigh ten 
tons. Once that is done, my men will pay out a hundred feet of chain on each side. 
You must then pull on both chains to turn our bow through the wind and tow us far 
enough offshore to allow time for the tugs to get here.”

She nodded. “How strong is the chain?”

McDonald turned to his engineer.

“Hundred ton breaking strength,” Smith added quickly. “You’ll feel it stretch 
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slightly before it yields. But its heavy…over 200 pounds per link.”

“I am strong,” she said again, her accent even thicker. “How do I drop your 
anchors?”

“Tear them free anyway you can. Just get rid of them quickly so we can pay out 
the chain. You need to be a hundred feet ahead of the ship before you start pulling, 
and keep the weight equally on both chains.” 

McDonald glanced at the radar screen and did a calculation in his head, then 
looked back at Kara. “You’ve got less than fifteen minutes before we’re on the rocks, 
young lady.”

“Understand. Where are the men?”

“Miller. Anderson. Over here,” McDonald barked. 

Two burly seamen dressed in foul weather gear walked closer. They were 
seasoned hands, but they were clearly scared. They’d never been trained for this 
kind of emergency.

Kara spun on one toe to walk back toward the door. The two seamen glanced at 
each other and then followed her, unable to resist staring down at the tightest 
backside they’d ever seen, the hem of her tiny skirt not quite covering those perfect 
orbs. Their jaws fell further as her back flexed powerfully when she tore the steel 
door off its hinges again. The men grabbed onto handholds, bracing themselves 
against the wind-driven rain that blasted through the opening. 

Kara spun around to hold the men tightly to her sides, and then floated up off 
the floor to angle sideways through the doorway, holding both men. Then she was 
gone, flying slowly forward, directly into the teeth of the hurricane wind.  

“Who the fuck…?” Jacob Bester, the helmsman shouted over the wind that 
whipped through the open door. “Does Superman have a daughter?”

“I think she said cousin,” Smith shouted back as he struggled to push the 
mangled door at least partially closed. He could barely budge it.

“How come we never heard of her before?”

“Because she’s never done this before,” McDonald said over the wind, his voice 
grave. “I just hope to heaven she knows what she’s doing.”
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                                         *

Seven-hundred feet forward, Kara dropped down over the heaving bow of the 
doomed ship, pausing until the first man had a good grip on the windlass 
machinery before she released him. She then flew to the starboard side of the wide 
bow and released the other man. 

Just forward of the windlass, the massive shank of one of the ten-ton anchors 
rose above the deck where it was secured by a massive set of jaws. She kneeled 
down on the deck to look for a way to release it, only to find a huge wheel 
connected to an electric motor and screw assembly. She didn’t have time for that. 
She rose back to her feet and grabbed the jaws, each of them nearly as thick as her 
waist. Steel muscles born under the overwhelming gravity of the planet Krypton 
flexed harder than any substance on Earth, and the jaws began to bend under her 
grip as if they were made of soft clay. She quickly tore the jaws free, and the 
massive anchor fell until the chain jerked it to a stop. She kneeled down to grab 
one of the huge links of chain and pulled her hands apart, her back flexing into a 
maze of tight muscle once again as she twisted the hardened steel until it shattered, 
dropping the anchor to splash into the turbulent water below. 

The seaman began paying out chain. The huge links shook the deck as they 
rattled and slid through the hawse hole and down toward the water. 

Satisfied, Kara leaped over to the other side of the bow and repeated her super-
feat. Once that anchor fell, she jumped over the side of the railing to grab the chain 
as it came out the hawse hole, slowly pulling it forward as the windlass payed out 
many tons of chain behind her. She slowly carried it across the bow to pick up the 
other chain, and then laced her slender arms through the huge links to cross her 
arms over her chest. She then flew forward to take up the slack.

The rocks were frighteningly close on the port side now, the waves breaking in 
huge explosions over them. Turning seaward, Kara tensed her long legs as she put 
her fabulous flight power to work.

The massive ship slowed in its rush toward destruction, the 300 million pounds 
of ship and cargo combining with the immeasurable force of the violent winds to 
challenge the fabulous teenager’s strength. Kara gritted her teeth and pulled as hard 
as she dared on the chains, the massive chain links digging into her chest. She felt 
the chains stretch slightly, knowing she wouldn’t have a second chance to save the 
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ship if they broke. 

Slowly, ever so slowly, the bow of the 900 foot long ship turned into the wind 
and then through it. The Atco Arctic began moving back into deeper water.  

She continued her towing duties until the tanker was two miles offshore. Then 
she dropped the massive chains and flew toward the tugs that were bravely trying to 
bash their way toward the ship. She flew under the closest of the huge tugs to lift it 
into the air, its propellor spinning as she flew it the last miles. She dropped it back 
into the water on the shore-side of the huge tanker. Then, one at a time, she 
repeated her feat until all six tugs were positioned with their bows against the Atco 
Arctic.  

The tug engines belched black smoke as each one put thousands of horsepower 
into the water to hold the huge tanker off the shore. 

 The worst environmental disaster in US history had just been averted, all thanks 
to a slip of a girl who would have looked right at home dressed in a cheerleader’s 
uniform and rooting for some junior varsity football team.

Four Years Later

Dave Anders clicked the Stop button on his Blu-ray player, and took out the old 
disk he’d recorded during the period from 2012 until Kara’s public unveiling in 
2015. The initial reports of her rescuing that huge tanker had rebounded across the 
airwaves for weeks, but given no one on the ship had taken a photograph of her,  
and the descriptions provided by the five mariners varied significantly, the story 
eventually faded. No one saw or heard anything about her for several months 
afterward. Superman did not respond to questions about his “cousin”. 

Yet no one was doubting she existed. The USCG radar plots clearly showed the 
ship’s unexplained movement back into the middle of the strait, despite the fact that 
its steering gear was still disabled. There was also the analysis of the mangled 
Bridge doorway and the anchor chains and anchor retention devices. She left deep 
impressions in the steel, all from far smaller fingers than Superman’s. Only 
someone with Kryptonian-level strength could had saved the Atco Arctic. Forensics 
managed to lift several incomplete fingerprints from the steel, and they resembled 
Superman’s unique fingerprints. Fingerprint experts had learned over the years to 
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tell the difference between human and Kryptonian fingerprints.

Then, during a huge storm in the Atlantic, another tanker was saved from going 
aground, this time after the crew had abandoned ship and been carried away by 
Coast Guard helicopters. No one saw who saved the ship, but the damage to the 
anchoring equipment, including the fingerprints in the steel, made it clear that the 
same person had been there. 

That was followed by her saving a military cargo jet that was about to ditch in 
the Pacific while transporting obsolete nuclear weapons. Once again, it was a 
stormy night, and no one actually saw her carry the huge C-17 to Fairchild AFB in 
Washington. But the forensics matched. 

Curiously, all of her appearances were related to stopping catastrophic pollution 
events during extreme weather events.

Three years passed during which another twenty or so such events were 
recorded, yet without a single photograph having been taken of her. Then, less than 
a year ago, the mystery girl showed up at a United Nations General Assembly 
meeting on Superman’s arm, where he introduced his cousin Kara Zor El to the 
world. He said she’d completed her training and was finally ready to stand beside 
him. 

The first newscasts of Kara’s UN introduction were still amusing to watch. The 
way everyone was falling all over each other to interview her, the wild controversy 
on Fox News over her tiny costume, most particularly her skirt, and then her bold 
demonstrations where she proved she was nearly as powerful as her older and far 
more muscular cousin. 

She ended any discussion of her costume by simply explaining that this was 
what she’d worn on Krypton, and besides, it was the only invulnerable fabric she 
had. No fabric made on Earth could withstand a Mach 10 slipstream or a high 
speed atmospheric reentry or was bulletproof enough to stand up to the kind of 
abuse her cousin routinely endured. 

She claimed she’d left Krypton moments before the planet exploded and, for 
obvious reasons, hadn’t had time to pack a suitcase. Winking, she took a moment 
to poke fun at her stiff and proper cousin, claiming that if he gave up his blue tights, 
she could weave something a bit more substantial for herself. 
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Superman was still wearing his tights, but now everyone knew Kara’s story. How 
she’d attended high school in the small town of Port Townsend on the Olympic 
Peninsula of Washington state, two hours west of Seattle, supposedly an exchange 
student from Iceland.  Very few people knew what an Icelandic accent sounded 
like, which provided cover until she lost her Kryptonian accent. She was blonde 
and blue-eyed, so it wasn’t hard to believe she came from Icelandic stock.

The Jeppesen family had taken in the supposed exchange student. They were 
scientists who worked at S.T.A.R labs, the research organization which studied 
Superman’s powers. The Jeppesen’s had two other children, both teenage boys, but 
they’d always wanted to raise a girl. The entire family had known from the start that 
Kara was from Krypton.

It became an open secret in tight-knit Port Townsend that the beautiful blonde 
teenager was an alien with superpowers, long before the public became aware of 
her. She’d been the heartthrob of Port Townsend High School.

Unfortunately, the Jeppesen’s hadn’t bargained for the challenges of raising a 
willful Kryptonian daughter. Dave was sure there were a lot of untold stories in the 
Jeppesen family. 

It had now been a year since she her United Nation introduction. She’d recently 
turned eighteen, which legally made her an adult in most matters, although she’d 
been making her own decisions ever since her ship had crashed into Earth. 

Dave smiled as he remembered the interview CNN had done with the guy she’d 
dated for nearly two years in high school. She’d been on the front page of the local 
newspaper with Jason Jones. He’d been Homecoming King, and Kara had been his 
Queen. They were a gorgeous couple.

Given the lack of photographs of Supergirl, nobody outside Port Townsend 
connected the pretty Homecoming queen with the elusive Girl of Steel, even as 
everyone in Port Townsend chatted and giggled about it.

 More interestingly to Dave, she’d taken Jason into space many times, sealed up 
in an ad hoc space ship she’d made. She’d formed it from a heavy-duty stainless 
steel cylinder that had an inch-thick outer hull and a two inch thick lead core, 
followed by a chrome-steel inner pressure hull. It had been manufactured for use as 
a nuclear reactor vessel, but had been never been used for that purpose. It weighed 
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a hundred tons. 

Kara had cut a hole with her heat vision and welded in an airlock that she’d 
scavenged from the wreckage of a submarine that had sunk near Hawaii decades 
earlier. External and internal handholds had been welded in place so that she could 
fly the ship either from the inside or the outside. 

Their “space ship” was further outfitted with massive battery banks along with 
compressors and heaters and a small kitchen and a separate head, all salvaged from 
the Port Townsend boat yard. A huge bank of oxygen bottles and CO2 scrubbers 
made sure Jason could breathe, allowing Jason to survive for weeks in space. A 
separate room contained a single bed and a table. He wore an old and slightly 
leaky space suit that had been surplussed from the Space Shuttle program when 
they explored the dark side of the Moon together. They’d even made it to Mars and 
back as Kara maintained a steady one-G of acceleration all the way there and back.

After Kara was announced to the world, Jason released the photographs and soil 
samples that he’d taken on Mars. 

CNN had reported that Jason had been offered a ten million dollar advanced to 
write a book titled Adventures with Supergirl, but that he’d refused to accept it. In 
fact, after that first disclosure of his Mars trip, he refused all requests for interviews. 
Despite the fact that they were no longer a couple, Jason was willing to turn down 
a fortune to protect her secrets. One look at his face was all it took to discern that 
he was still in love with Kara.

Dave closed his eyes and daydreamed about dating the Fabulous Femme from 
Krypton before anyone else knew she even existed. Flying around with her for days 
and weeks on end in space, sharing their ad hoc space ship. And presumably that 
tiny bed. If only he’d been that young man…

He shook off that misplaced fantasy as he thought his thoughts back to the near 
wreck of the Atco Arctic in 2012. It had all been Lex Luthor’s fault. He owned the 
tanker in question. He owned the refinery. He was the one who’d been cutting 
corners on ship maintenance for years on end.

But the public didn’t learn any of that from the talking heads on the News 
channels. The cable networks were all owned by LuthorCorp, the huge mega-
corporation that either owned or influenced everything in North America, from 
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politicians to the local 7-11 store on the corner.  Ever since the law was changed 
back in 2010 to make corporations “people”, LuthorCorp had become an 
unstoppable juggernaut, absorbing anything or anyone in its path. 

If not for the Daily Planet in Metropolis, way over on the east coast, the last 
significant independent newspaper in the US, people would only hear what Lex 
Luthor wanted them to hear. 

Dave had first encountered LuthorCorp’s corruption while fighting in 
Afghanistan back in 2009. His body armor had been made by a LuthorCorp 
subsidiary that cut corners on the ceramic-alloy content. The result was the AK47 
bullet that lodged in his chest, nicking his heart and nearly killing him. 

Once he recovered and was mustered out of the Army, he put his Medic training 
to good use and went back to school and became a Physician’s Assistant. Now he 
ran the medical clinics for Sunshine Tomorrow, Kara Zor El’s charitable 
organization that provided tens of thousands of down-and-out people a hot meal 
each day, along with basic medical care.   

It was no secret that the Luthor family had been at war with Superman for 
decades. They’d put Kara on their target list after she announced herself during that 
big storm back in 2012. 

Dave knew several people who had once worked for Luthor, and two of them 
were now underground bloggers, working to reveal the sordid truth about 
LuthorCorp. He admired them because they were writing and posting the truth 
under a sentence of death. They moved around frequently and covered their tracks 
well enough to keep Luthor’s goons from finding them, so far, but Dave worried 
that it was only a matter of time.

Their frequent blog entries described how Luthor funded a variety of research 
programs to develop Kryptonite-based weapons. Despite Superman’s long history of 
fighting crime and corruption, Luthor had convinced the military that they needed 
to protect themselves from forces they couldn’t control. 

The turning point had been a couple of incidents where Superman had been 
briefly controlled by Poison Ivy’s mind-altering drugs and had committed a variety 
of crimes on her behalf, including liberating what was left of the US gold reserve. 
That crime had convinced the government (thanks also to many large campaign 
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contributions from LuthorCorp) that the US government could not depend on 
Superman’s good intentions. What if he or his young cousin went insane and 
became dangerous? Even homicidal?

Dave’s friends were convinced that Luthor had paid Ivy to create those events. 
Not that she’d needed much inducement. She’d long had a sick love/hate 
relationship with the Man of Steel, and if not for her seduction of him, she’d be 
alive today. She’d used her expertise in creating toxins to create a love potion that 
worked on a Kryptonian, hoping to bear Superman’s child. The potion worked very 
well, unfortunately to Ivy’s demise. Her body had been found with the top of her 
head blown off. 

The autopsy disturbed even the professional pathologists who performed it. The 
only conclusion was that she and Superman had consummated her drug-induced 
passion, and that Superman had proved to be as powerful as some had speculated.  
The blast that ran through her torso to exit her head had been nearly as powerful as 
a cannon shell. LuthorCorp made sure the pathology report was leaked to the press, 
emphasizing the cause of death: “Traumatic penetration and blast effects.”

LuthorCorp took advantage of both so-called “Superman incidents” and Ivy’s 
gruesome death at his hands, to fan the growing embers of fear, igniting the 
government’s paranoia. Lex Luthor sought out (and bought) politicians to ensure 
passage of his Kryptonian Security law, a piece of legislation his LuthorCorp 
lawyers had helped write. The bill mandated that the military must have the ability 
to restrain a Kryptonian against their will.

The resulting billion dollar contracts to build super-weapons were all won by 
LuthorCorp subsidiaries. The discovery of a way to make small quantities of 
horrendously expensive synthetic Kryptonite in an old military nuclear reactor was 
the enabler for all the new weapons.

Dave tried not to worry about it too much. Kryptonian invulnerability was 
supposedly absolute, and the last vestiges of real Kryptonite had long ago been 
scavenged by Superman and sent deep into space. Synthetic Green-K wasn’t as 
dangerous as the original stuff. It could disable a Kryptonian, but not kill them.

Beyond that, LuthorCorp was simply taking advantage of the kind of corruption 
that had long been part of the unholy relationship between politicians and their 
corporate sponsors. LuthorCorp might be worse than the other corporations, bolder 
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and more devious, more willing to shape public opinion with its near stranglehold 
on the media, but it didn’t act alone.

The real problem was Luthor’s cold war against the Kryptonians. Kara had 
founded Sunshine Tomorrow nearly a year earlier, and she’d brought Dave into the 
organization shortly after that to handle the clinics she wanted to build. 
Unfortunately, her very visible presence, which ensured they could raise funds, also 
made the whole organization a LuthorCorp target. 

Despite that, they’d pushed past the obstacles to set up the first Sunshine 
Tomorrow clinic in Seattle. The progressive, liberal voters who lived in Seattle were 
united in their opposition to corporate power usurping the rights of individual 
citizens, their local Microsoft juggernaut notwithstanding. Dave had taken 
advantage of that sheltering environment to establish the protocols for the 
additional clinics they’d built across the US and  Canada. 

Together they’d managed to overcome persistent LuthorCorp opposition to set 
up more than fifty medical facilities across North America, none of which charged 
patients for their services. Thanks to the persisting unemployment that followed the 
double-dip Great Recession of 2012, and Congress’s continued focus on deficit 
reduction, there were a lot of families that needed help but had no money or 
government safety net to rely on. 

Dave found it thrilling work with Kara, and not only because they were doing so 
much to help so many. There was a ethereal beauty and stunning grace about the 
young Kryptonian that transcended anyone merely born human. She floated on air, 
her feet rarely touching the ground, and only then with seeming reluctance. When 
she did stand, she moved with an athletic grace and smoothness that no 
professional dancer could match. She floated weightlessly whenever she stopped 
concentrating on keeping her feet on the ground. 

He’d witnessed that during several heated discussions at Sunshine Board 
meetings. Whenever she passionately argued a position, she’d float out of her chair. 
Given Dave was usually the one she was arguing with, that made it damn hard for 
him to focus, but he usually managed to stick to his guns. 

Whether she won the argument or not, Kara always told Dave afterward that she 
respected his focus and determination, even his stubbornness. She needed people 
around her who spoke their minds and fought for what they believed in. People 
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who she could depend on to keep her grounded. People who weren’t intimidated 
by her presence or infatuated by her beauty or all the talk of her being a goddess. 

Dave wasn’t so sure he possessed all those traits. Like most men, he was in love 
with her, his heart swelling almost to bursting whenever he saw her standing in one 
of Seattle’s infrequent sun beams. Her blonde hair and blue eyes would exude an 
unearthly glow, and her skin would turn a golden shade of tan as she drank in the 
rays. Like her cousin, she was powered by the rays of Earth’s yellow sun, something 
that was obvious to anyone who saw her standing in sunshine. 

But he took her praise to heart and tried to resist her siren call. He knew too 
well that Kara Zor El was still very young, and like many people her age, she 
followed her heart, sometimes to a fault. His job was to make sure her youthful 
altruism didn’t get in the way of Sunshine Tomorrow’s success.  

At least that’s how it worked up until the attack at the Seattle clinic. 

Kara was giving a speech in front of their main building, announcing two new 
clinics that were opening on the east coast, when a van screeched to a stop and 
four gunmen jumped out, all dressed in body armor. They wore what appeared to 
be an Arabic style of dress and all wore masks made in Osama bin Laden’s image. 

All the major religions, but the Muslims most of all, had struggled with Kara’s 
scandalous appearance and her secular approach to helping the people of Earth. 
She claimed to have no religious beliefs, no God above her, despite the fact that a 
group of rabid fans had created the Church of Krypton to worship her. The new 
church had managed to qualify under IRS rules as a bonafide religious group and 
now had over a million members across the globe. Their churches were soaring 
affairs of blue crystal-like towers and arches, with gigantic statues of Kara (and 
sometimes Kal) located beneath powerful yellow spotlights. Parishioners would 
make a contribution to the church as they knelt at the base of her glowing statue to 
pray to their new god. 

Neither Kara nor Kal had ever done anything to sanction this new church, nor 
did they associate with anyone connected to it. Kal spoke despairingly about 
people praying to Kara or himself for divine intervention, calling it worse than 
useless because it got in the way of finding real solutions to problems. Kara was 
even blunter, calling the church a fanatical obsession and a dangerous cult. She 
claimed she was just an ordinary girl living under extraordinary conditions.
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Unfortunately, neither of the Kryptonians could ignore the constant coverage of 
their actions on the 24 hour cable news outlets. People would cry out for help 
when their lives were threatened, and sometimes their Kryptonian goddess would 
drop out of the sky to save them. The Church of Krypton (COK) recruited new 
members by distributing very professional-looking videos that documented every 
encounter that had been filmed with either Kara or Kal El. The COK continued to 
grow, drawing people away from worshipping an unseen, omnipotent god to 
worship instead two very visible ones, Kara in particular. 

It didn’t help when the followers of Asatru, the ancient pagan religion of the 
Norse, grew rapidly in numbers after they formed an alliance with COK, claiming 
the Kryptonians were demi-gods fathered by Odin, their father-god. They further 
claimed that Kara was a Valkyrie reborn.

So it wasn’t completely surprising when a group of supposedly Islamic men 
armed with stolen LuthorCorp weapons attacked Kara outside the Seattle clinic. 
They fired assault rifles loaded with special bullets that contained a tiny spec of 
synthetic Green-K powder suspended in a sticky oil. 

Kara, of course, spread the cape she’d recently started wearing and blocked the 
bullets with her body as usual, saving many lives. The shooters kept firing at her 
until the front of her body was completely covered with greenish oil. Then one of 
the terrorists fired a long burst of armor-piercing bullets into her bare midriff, and 
blood began to flow from a half dozen small wounds.

Dave hid behind a truck during the shooting. Despite the heavy armor and 
disguises the shooters wore, he was convinced that one of them was a woman, 
which made a lie out of their supposedly Arab ethnicity. Their tactics were closer to 
that of Special Forces. He crawled through a side door of the clinic and grabbed the 
Ruger .223 ranch rifle he kept in his office, stuffing additional magazines in his coat 
pocket. He returned fire, only to have his rounds bounce off the shooter’s body 
armor. He aimed instead for their masked heads, and managed to take down two of 
the bad guys. He was trying to get a clear shot at the woman when she aimed her 
rifle down at Kara’s face as she lay on the ground, groaning in pain from her 
stomach wounds. The shooter looked up at Dave, shaking her head.

It didn’t take a genius to realize what she wanted. He lowered his rifle. Three 
other men wearing ski masks jumped out of a second van with a coffin-shaped box. 
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They dumped Kara into it and then sprayed a smelly liquid over her, nearly filling 
the box. The liquid was filled with flakes of green. They then injected a catalyst that 
quickly hardened the high-tech resin. 

When Dave looked back up at the female shooter, he found himself staring 
down the barrel of her assault rifle, her finger tightening on the trigger. He dove to 
the side, only to have her bullet graze the side of his head, knocking him down. He 
struggled to focus his eyes, looking around for his dropped Ruger, but couldn’t see 
well enough. The shooter aimed at him again, and that’s when Sharon, one of his 
nurses, fired her 10mm auto directly into the back of the shooter’s head. The 
woman’s face exploded, ripping away her mask as she collapsed into the street next 
to him.

Other shots were fired as Dave’s vision cleared slightly. Horrified, he saw one of 
the so-called terrorists aim and fire a burst of automatic fire into Sharon’s chest. 
Standing behind her, he saw the ragged holes appear in her back. She dropped 
dead at his feet. 

Despite his impaired vision, Dave rose shakily to his feat and fired the rest of his 
magazine at the men who were dragging Kara’s resin-coated body toward their van, 
knocking one of them down. 

Sirens began to approach. 

He staggered toward the remaining men, threatening them with his now empty 
rifle. One of the men dropped Kara’s body long enough to aim at him, and a 
powerful blow slammed into his left shoulder to spin him around. 

He went down hard, his face hitting the pavement as the blackness took him.

Chapter One

Six weeks after the attack — Tuesday night

Dave’s Story

They said I was lucky to be alive. The glancing blow to the side of my head had 
torn away a piece of scalp and left me with a bad concussion. But if it had been a 
half inch further to the left, I wouldn’t be writing this. The shoulder wound had 
nicked an artery, but the paramedics got me to the hospital in time. 
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People told me later that Superman had arrived to fly off with Kara’s resin-
encased body. She wasn’t seen for a week after that. Then to my joy, she resumed 
her heroics in Asia, saving people from a huge flood in India. She worked day and 
night for five days, plucking tens of thousands of people from drowned houses and 
vehicles. 

I normally heal pretty fast, so I was back at work in a bit over two weeks, my 
arm in a sling, my vision still a bit blurry, my head aching. 

A month had passed since then. The sling was gone now, and except for some 
residual soreness in my shoulder, I was firing on all cylinders. 

Unfortunately, Kara missed our monthly board meeting at Sunshine. She sent no 
notice of her absence. That was worrisome, for she was the Chairman of the Board. 
She had thrown herself into her lifesaving work with a new sense of zeal. The 
winter of 2016 was proving to be a bad one for natural disasters. 

Despite my concern for Kara — nobody could work 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week, not even Supergirl — everything else at Sunshine was going well. Jana even 
managed to convince me, after a month off, that it was time to resume our Tuesday 
night ritual.  

Jana was the lawyer who did a lot of pro bono work for Sunshine, and she was 
as fierce with her words and her depositions and injunctions as her Viking forebears 
had been with their swords. She was the strongest woman I’d ever met (human 
woman anyway) and stood 6’3” with straight, blonde hair down to her waist. 
Nobody would ever call Jana beautiful, but she was the most enthusiastic and 
athletic lover I’d ever known. 

Anyway, our Tuesday nights were an arrangement, not a romance, which was 
fine with me. She’d emphasized that point by showing up on our first night together 
with the most beautiful blonde I’d ever seen. Her lesbian lover as it turned out. 

Charlize was at the opposite end of femininity from Jana. She’d once been a 
famous supermodel, gracing dozens of covers and endless print ads before she hit 
the gym and put on some muscle and some curves. The fashion world rejected her 
outright after that — they cared only for the anorexic types — but Charlize went on 
to do swimsuit and athletic-wear modeling, twice making the cover of Sports 
Illustrated Swimsuit.   
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I’d been infatuated with Charlize since the first time I saw her on the cover of 
the 2014 SI issue — just like a billion other guys. 

Charlize explained that Jana had an “itch”. That unlike herself, Jana was 
bisexual. She made it sound like a disease. But she said they’d decided it was safe 
for me to be Jana’s designated scratcher. 

It was the strangest discussion I’d ever had with a woman. But given I wasn’t 
seriously dating anyone, and I’m a red-blooded male, I was more than a little 
amused. And there was the matter of Charlize, who asked if she could stay with 
Jana that first night. 

That was one weird night, to say the least. Having the sexiest, most beautiful 
woman on the planet (human anyway) lying naked on my bed while I banged her 
girlfriend. Charlize made sure I was looking at her as I pounded away on Jana. She 
didn’t want me to get too into Jana. 

Talk about kinky. But, hell, I wasn’t complaining. I’ll take inspiration any way I 
can get it. 

Not that I needed inspiration. Jana might not be pretty in the way I like my 
women, but she was brilliant at straight-up fucking. She had no interest in 
gentleness, least of all foreplay; she just wanted it hot and steamy and raw and hard 
and right now. 

I accused her of being a man in a woman’s body. She didn’t deny it. It was a 
curse she lived with.

Clearly Charlize appealed to Jana’s gentler side, but Jana never said anything 
about Charlize after that first night. I just thought it was hilarious that Jana was in a 
lesbian relationship with the famous Charlize, because Jana couldn’t get enough of 
me on Tuesday nights. That itch of hers needed some serious scratching. 

Given I’m somewhat on the over-endowed side when it comes to “scratching” 
tools, Jana claimed that no other man had ever satisfied her before me. 

I don’t put much stock in that kind of pillow talk, but I do know that she 
exhausted me every Tuesday. I fantasized that she went back to Charlize (full of me) 
to continue in their lesbian ways.

More likely she took an hour long shower to get clean of me. I really had no 
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idea. She would just leave and I usually wouldn’t see her again until the next 
Tuesday night. If I did, she was dressed in a suit and doing her lawyer thing. In 
public, she treated me like any other client.

As I said, it was an arrangement.

Anyway, after spending more than six weeks recovering from being shot, I was 
back in reasonable form. Jana and I were about an hour into Tuesday night’s 
athletics (she was taking it very easy on me) when I suddenly noticed a pale glow at 
the foot of the bed. I froze, and Jana followed my gaze, brushing an acre of blonde 
hair from her face so she could see. We both gasped in unison as we recognized 
Kara floating in mid-air, her bare legs crossed lotus-like. Her body was glowing 
faintly, her blonde hair forming a halo around her head. She looked like an angel 
from heaven. 

Given I was currently plumbing the intimate depths of Jana, it was a bit 
embarrassing to have my young boss watching us. But also strangely exciting, 
which Jana immediately noticed when I got even harder. She rolled me over and 
took advantage of my new inspiration, smothering me under her blonde hair. The 
Maid of Steel soon reappeared, her blonde hair mingling and falling over Jana’s 
shoulder as she gently wrapped herself around the huge Valkyrie who was so intent 
on having her way with me. Kara’s red cape covered us as Jana went crazy on me. 

Any pain from my shoulder was now forgotten as I rose to new heights, so to 
speak. Jana soon cried out and came hard on top of me. She then collapsed beside 
me as she always did, the two of us gasping for air, both of us looking up at Kara 
who now floated a couple of feet above us. Her skin was giving off enough of a 
glow to see that she was starting to take her famous costume off. 

The next thing I knew, she and Jana were going at it. 

I’d only watched lesbians making it in the movies, so I was thrilled to see these 
two actually going at it in my bed, with Kara doing something that drove Jana 
completely crazy. The whole bed was buzzing in a strangely pleasant way. Not that 
I could see much of anything in the darkness other than their blonde hair, which 
seemed to be intermingled as they apparently kissed. Whatever it was Kara was 
doing with her fingers, instead of Jana’s usual hard, quick orgasm with me, she was 
carried away by a screaming spasm that seemed to go on and on forever.  When it 
finally ended, Jana collapsed to the bed to snore softly, which was amazing in itself. 
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She’d never actually slept in my bed. 

Kara floated over to lay next to me, her body radiating a soft warmth. As you 
might guess, I was more of a man right then than I’d ever been before, partly from 
watching them go at it, but even more because Kara’s warm hand reached down to 
encircle me, pulling me closer to her. Proudly, I truly felt like I was made of steel 
myself now. 

“Seems like you’re some kind of superman in your own right, Dave. Part of you, 
anyway.”

Her strong embrace and her flattering words nearly blew my head off — both of 
them.  I’m used to being appreciated by women, but praise really meant something 
coming from a girl who really was made of steel. 

“Anyway, I came by to thank you for saving my life last month, only to see that 
you were otherwise engaged. I hope you don’t mind that I put Jana to sleep.”

“Just glad to be of service…” I mumbled, praying that her wanting to put Jana to 
sleep meant what I thought it meant.

“I’m usually the one doing the saving,” she continued. “But if they’d made off 
with me that day, encased in that Kryptonite-doped resin, who knows what they 
would have done to me. Something worse than death, I presume.”

I daringly ran my hand down her flat, tight stomach, finding no evidence of the 
bullet wounds. 

“No scars,” she said. “I healed fast and completely once that accursed Syn 
Green-K was gone.”

“Cool.” I was very envious. I’d live with a groove down the side of my skull for 
the rest of my days. Also a couple of small scars where the bullet entered and left 
my shoulder, not to mention the old scar on my chest from that AK47 bullet.

“I watched all the surveillance video feeds from that day, Dave. You faced down 
those shooters to protect me. Even charging the last ones with an empty gun. By all 
rights, you should have been killed.”

“Lucky for me that Sharon came to my rescue, bless her soul.”

Kara pulled me closer as she rolled on her back, her long, strong legs tightening 
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around my waist to support me just above her. “I was trying to think of a way to 
thank you, but decided to keep it simple.”

My heart was pounding so hard now that I thought it was going to leap from my 
chest. “You don’t have to do that. And is this even possible. I mean, I’ve read…you 
know, the whole Girl of Steel thing?”

She laughed. “I’m Supergirl. I can do anything I want, don’t you know. And right 
now, I want you.”

I raised my right hand to cup her breast, luxuriating in her fullness. She’d filled 
out nicely since she’d first appeared in public. I quickly found that her large breasts 
were firmer than any other woman I’d known, implants or not. Yet her flesh still had 
enough give when I gently squeezed her boobs to feel feminine. 

I reminded myself that I didn’t have to be gentle with her. 

I traced my hand firmly down her torso, finding that the rest of her was 
seemingly carved out of warm spring steel, her skin so silky soft as it stretched over 
that amazing steel. Her cute butt was a dream of rounded steel. Her back shapely 
and strong, her waist so slender, her abs so perfect. Every part of her was drum-
tight. 

I returned to her breast, enjoying the only real softness on her body, playing with 
her nipple, which quickly became as hard as a bullet. She gave off a little cry as I 
took her nipple between my teeth, holding it as tightly as I could while swirling my 
tongue over the sensitive tip, which made her squirm pleasantly. 

Apparently Kryptonian and human nerve ends work the same way. 

She reached up to hold my head in her hands, pushing my lips away from her 
nipple. She shook her head. “This is just for you, Dave. I can’t control myself during 
an orgasm any more than a human woman can. I have to stay focused. I don’t want 
to hurt you.”

That thought dampened my enthusiasm, but only a little. It wasn’t my style to 
pleasure myself first, but if she wanted to thank me, then it was only polite to 
accept. 

I was trembling with excitement as I guided myself to her, praying I was worthy. 
She was an “inny”, her labia curving inward. I tested her with one finger, and found 
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she was so very wet and ready. I tried to take her, putting my practiced muscles to 
work, and not gently, but I still failed. I thrust again, this time with all my strength, 
only to be frustrated when I felt myself bend. She was impossibly tight. 

“Houston, we don’t have lift-off,” I said lamely, having no real idea what to say. 
This was a new one for me. 

“I told you I can do anything,” she laughed, “ but I didn’t say you could.” She 
playfully rolled over on top of me, sitting up as she straddled me, floating 
weightlessly as she leaned down to bury my face under her blonde hair as she 
kissed me. “I just have to work on you a bit first. To make you worthy.”

God could she kiss, her tongue dueling with mine, sending a thrill through me 
that made me feel so alive. We kissed for a long time, barely giving me a chance to 
come up for air, during which I a strange sense of power surging through me. She 
kissed her way down my chest, down my stomach, and I gasped in pleasure as she 
took me, beginning an enthusiastic fellatio. More power surged through my body as 
I looked down to see her blonde hair covering my lap.  

She expertly paused at the last possible moment before I lost it, and sat back up 
to guide both my hands to her boobs. I was in glorious agony.

“Now hold me. Tightly as you can.”

I thrilled again to that wondrous blend of soft and firm as I held her tightly 
enough to have hurt any ordinary woman, my fingers sinking into that lusciously 
firm softness. She seemed softer this time. 

She just smiled down at me. “I’m not too freaky for you, am I?”

“Lord…no!” I cried as an electric surge ran through me, making my entire body 
tremble. I’d never felt so ready, so strong.

“Its working,” she smiled. “You’re stronger.” 

“What’s working?”

She answered by guiding herself to me, gently tossing her blonde hair from side 
to side as she floated up and down, working it, trying to help me slide past the 
silent guardian who seemed determined to keep me out. After a few exploratory 
pushes, she suddenly came down very hard on me, and this time, instead of my 
bending, we both cried out as she took all of me in one long, deep, wondrous 
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slide. She was still ridiculously tight, but that tightness felt incredible now. 

I’m usually the master of self-control, able to please my ladies before myself, 
often many times, but not this time. I was the one who went crazy as I rolled her 
over on her back and started fucking her with an animalistic fury. It was like this 
horny bull that had awoken inside me would no longer be denied.

She gasped and bit her lip, her eyes closed, obviously concentrating on 
maintaining control of her own passion, even as she gasped for air. The needy, 
hungry look that twisted her face as she bit her lip told me she was close. I was in 
dangerous territory. God knew what would happen if she came with me inside her. 
Unrestrained Kryptonian strength was scary.

And then another hot flush of berserker fury came over me, washing away all 
my fears. I growled like some kind of animal, the sound coming from somewhere 
deep inside me. My last thought was that if I went out in a blaze of glory, so be it.

 I started taking her so hard that I was slamming her head up into the headboard 
with every thrust. Her body grew more and more tense as I poured more and more 
of my seemingly endless strength into her, her eyes opening wide with surprise 
when the bed broke beneath us. I somehow lifted her from the bed, got to my feet, 
and slammed her back up against the wall. She seemed helpless in my grasp as I 
used every ounce of my enhanced pelvic strength to impale her against the wall, 
taking her harder than ever.

She began to shake wildly, her body stiffening dangerously just as I cried out 
hoarsely, and then my world exploded around me. 

I awoke a few minutes later to find my bed broken in half. The imprint of her 
body had been smashed into the sheetrock wall. Tables were overturned and their 
was a big hole in the ceiling, right above the imprint in the wall. Kara was long 
gone. 

I stepped carefully over the wreckage, looking for my clothes, when Jana’s 
blonde head rose from under the sheets, a gleam in her eye. 

“That was damned impressive. You got any more where that came from?”

I groaned. 

How much could a guy handle in one night?
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Chapter Two

As it turned out, quite a bit more. 

When I finally awoke the next morning, Jana was also gone. 

Yet instead of feeling exhausted or sore, I felt better than I had in years. My 
shoulder no longer hurt, which was amazing in itself. I danced around the house 
like a child, my feet seemingly barely touching the floor. I didn’t know if my body 
was simply full of endorphins or if Kara had actually done something to heal me. 

I went out for a run and did ten miles before I realized it. That was twice my 
usual mileage. So I did five more. Easy. Hell, I was sprinting at the end.

Was this new strength and endurance a side-effect from Kryptonian sex? All I 
knew was that I was having trouble tiring myself out. I finally ended my run after 
thirty miles because I had work to do. But I felt as if I could have kept running all 
day.

The next day was the same. Thirty miles and then a workout that maxed out the 
weight set at my local gym. Whatever was happening to me, I loved it.

Two days later I met Kara at a fundraiser. She was looking gorgeous in her tiny 
but iconic outfit. I walked over to join her at the front of the room as various 
contributors and dignitaries gathered around. I’d never actually seen anyone else 
wear a skirt as short as she did, but it seemed natural for her. Supergirl was 
different. She had special powers. Everyone knew it. Most of all, me.

“Feeling better, Dave?” she winked at me.

“Amazingly, way better than new,” I grinned back, realizing that nobody else 
had a clue why. “I ran thirty miles this morning. Had to get up at 3:00am to find the 
time.”

She winked again. “You’re welcome. I had fun too.”

“You seem to know each other very well,” Jamie Benton said as she walked over 
to join us. Jamie was one of our most generous supporters, and a beautiful woman 
in her own right. Tall, long black hair and a great figure that she obviously spent a 
lot of time in the gym to maintain. She was married to billionaire Segway Benton, 
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who was easily twice her age. 

“Well, Kara has been very generous with her time to help Sunshine.”

“And you did save her life, or so I heard,” Jamie said. She turned to look at Kara. 
“So how does Supergirl thank a man for doing that?”

 Kara just smiled, her eyes twinkling. 

Jamie looked back at the grin on my face, one eyebrow lifting. “I see. Well, 
congratulations to you both. I also see you’ve reached your fund raising goal again 
this year.”

“Thanks to you in no small part,” I smiled.

Jamie slipped her arm through mine and guided me away from Kara. “So, you 
and Supergirl. You have to tell me all about it.”

I looked at her, shaking my head as I lowered my voice. “I didn’t say…”

“No, but you didn’t have to. I can tell when two people are sleeping together.”

“It isn’t like that…” I started to protest, but she touched her finger to my lips.  I 
saw the gleam in her eye, and realized what was going on. Some beautiful women 
were turned on by the thought that a man had been sleeping with a woman even 
more desirable than themselves. It made him seem so very desirable. It was a 
competitive thing. Some artifact of ancient days, with alpha females seeking the 
best sperm. 

“So how do you plan to thank your biggest contributor?” she asked, confirming 
my suspicions. She was mid-thirties while her husband was old and gray. She 
obviously needed some extracurricular activities to keep herself sane. The perennial 
problem with trophy wives. 

Unfortunately, the last thing I needed was her husband coming after me. It was 
his money, in the end, that was keeping us going.

“By naming our new residential wing after you,” I blurted out. We’d discussed 
this at the board meeting Kara had missed, but hadn’t made a final decision. There 
would be hell to pay for my promising it on my own, but at the moment, it was the 
lesser of evils.

Jamie leaned closer, lowering her voice to a whisper. “That’s not exactly what I 
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had in mind.” She slipped a piece of paper into my hand. “Tomorrow night. This is 
the address and time.”

Turning, she rejoined the other wealthy contributors, glancing back at me 
several times as she chatted away about the inane things that rich people talked 
about.

Kara found her way back to my side. “My, my, you are popular these days, Mr. 
Anders. Must be that new healthy glow of yours. You need some help with her?”

“You offering to protect me?”

“I’m just saying. You don’t want a jealous husband taking it out on you or 
Sunshine, Dave. He’d probably shut us down just to get even. But what would he 
say if he found his wife was a bit too friendly with Supergirl? People have some 
pretty powerful fantasies about me.”

“You don’t say!” I laughed. I felt myself rising as I gave into my own fantasies, 
wondering if her “thank you” had been a one time thing. And what is it about two 
hot women making it together? 

“You seem to have pretty universal skills, Miss Zor El.”

 “On Krypton, we didn’t worry about details like gender. If you liked someone, 
you told them so, in whatever way you wished. Here people try to put us all in 
boxes, each with a list of attributes that supposedly never change. Straight, gay, 
liberal, conservative. Etc. Etc. I’m none of those things, or perhaps all of them.”

“You’re a child of stars, free of all that binds us, even gravity,” Jana said from 
behind me. “Nothing ties you down.”

We both turned to see the statuesque attorney approaching. Jana was stunning 
tonight, at least if you liked the Amazon look. Her sleeveless gown and short skirt 
revealed sculpted muscles that made her stronger than most of the men in the 
room.

Kara just smiled sweetly like she always does when she doesn’t know what to 
say.

“You are truly an enlightened woman,” Jana continued, “not to mention a 
beautiful one. You choose love over all else. Truly you are a goddess born.”
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“Hardly,” Kara said demurely. “Just an illegal alien who is soaking up some 
goofy rays from your yellow sun.”

“Well, technically, perhaps,” Jana laughed. “But where could we deport you to?”

“Venus. Speaking of stars and love, do you know that I watched the sunrise on 
Venus two days ago. It was truly beautiful thanks to all the exotic chemicals in the 
atmosphere.”

“You mean poisonous and acidic chemicals that would eat steel away right in 
front of one’s eyes.” I’d seen a Nova science show about Venus. “Not to mention 
the crushing atmospheric pressure. The extreme heat.”

She laughed. “Well, I think its so very romantic when the sun rises.” 

Jana shook her head. “I seems so totally amazing to have that much freedom, 
Kara. To be invulnerable and to be able to fly and all that. Not to mention being so 
strong. To go anywhere you want. Why are you even here on Earth? Surely there 
are…”

Kara shook her head, interrupting her. “You’d be surprised how few planets can 
match Earth’s beauty. Even then, most of the people living on them are quite 
disagreeable. You humans have no idea how rare a pearl your blue world is.”

“You should write a book about it,” Jana suggested.

Kara shook her head. “I’m busy enough as it is. Kal can’t keep up with 
everything that needs to be done here. And as far as invulnerable, we both know 
that’s a qualified power now. LuthorCorp knows how to take me down. Kal as well. 
Obviously they will try again.”

She ran her finger over the “S” on her chest, her firm breasts dimpling slightly 
under her touch. An electric surge of desire ran through me as I remembered 
holding her so intimately. “This thing on my chest seems to be little more than a 
target these days. Makes it hard to walk around enjoying life.”

“Have you ever considered going undercover?” I offered. “Secret identity or 
whatever. To assume a life where you aren’t on anyone’s target list. To experience 
the world from a human perspective.”

She nodded. “I have. But its very complicated being human.”
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“I could help,” Jana offered. “I know some people who know some people who 
can create new identities. I used to work for the Justice Department’s Witness 
Protection Plan.”

Kara turned to smile at Jana, and I thought she was going to agree, but that’s 
when it happened. I heard a window shatter and a small, silver object bounced 
across the floor to come to a rest at my feet. 

I recognized the Mark 8 immediately. An old Army buddy who worked for the 
armaments company that made them had recently bragged about their extreme 
power. They used an completely new kind of explosive. He’d shown me glossy 
sales brochures with photos of the device, which had charts on its destructive 
potential and its lethality. If the brochures could be believed, a Mark 8 could create 
traumatic lung injuries over a distance of a hundred feet, solely from its fantastically 
powerful shock wave. Anyone closer than twenty feet was turned into pink mist, 
blown to tiny bits. 

There had been a time when that would have impressed me, but now the 
thought made me sick. Not the least for the fact that it was lying at my feet, pin 
pulled.

I started to move as if in slow motion, looking around for something to kick it 
under to at least blunt its force, but Kara moved even quicker. She grabbed the tiny 
grenade, and spun around, hair and cape flying as she looked for a way out. The 
doorways were blocked with people. She glanced up — the ceiling overhead was 
made of reinforced concrete that would rain down on people if she smashed 
through it — and down, through the marble floor that formed the ceiling of the 
occupied levels below us. 

“Short fuse,” I shouted at Kara as I grabbed Jana and pushed her away, shielding 
her with my body. 

Kara made an instant decision. She shoved the high-tech grenade under her tiny 
skirt as she crouched down to swish her cape around herself, hugging it her knees.   

The next thing I knew I was flying backward as if in slow-motion. Chairs, tables, 
glasses, plates and people were flying with me, everything moving outward in a 
perfect circle around Kara. At the center of the explosion, Kara’s cape expanded 
like a huge balloon around her, her hair standing on end. I never even heard a bang 
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until my head hit one of the ceiling support pillars and everything went black for a 
moment.

When I came to, I was lying on the floor. Kara was standing beside me, a 
horrific glow blazing from beneath her tiny skirt. She had her thumbs stuck under 
her waist band, lifting it slightly to allow heat to rise from her red-hot skin, the 
inside of her thighs glowing cherry-red. Her eyes were closed as she leaned her 
head back and stared at the ceiling, a strange look on her face. 

She didn’t appear to be in pain. Quite the contrary.
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My jaw fell as I tried to comprehend the forces involved in containing such a 
high explosive. I saw the neatly-formed hole in the floor, and realized she’d used 
her body to create a shaped-charge, sending most of the blast straight down. There 
was only one way to adequately contain the explosion to ensure that. 

I was stunned. The thought of her being that strong and that invulnerable in such 
a delicate place was disturbing. Especially after that night with her. She was just a 
girl.

Kara moved her hips sensuously from side to side as she gave her head a shake, 
and then opened her eyes to take a couple of steps toward me. She tried to walk, 
but her toes turned inward and her knees began to buckle. I instinctively leaped to 
my feet to grab her arm, my hands closing around muscles that felt like sculpted 
steel. I smelled hair burning…mine. 

“Get away, Dave. Too hot…” she gasped. 

I ignored her protest as I half carried and half dragged her toward the back door. 
I know what a woman looks like just before she loses it. That would be both 
dangerous and embarrassing if it happened here. 

Fortunately, everyone moved out of our way, fearing the heat, fearing she might 
explode, fearing the unknown. I saw the wild look of terror in their eyes.

As soon as we burst through the door into the alley, Kara pushed me away, 
sending me flying. She took a hopping leap the other way, started to fly for a 
moment, only to crash into an overflowing dumpster. I saw smoke and then a burst 
of flames as some solvent-soaked rags caught fire. 

I ran toward her, desperate to pull her out of the flames, only to see her burst 
from the fire like a rocket, soaring high into the sky, trailing burning bits of paper 
and rags in her wake. She was almost out of sight when an explosion of sparks 
enveloped her, looking almost like a firework. A high-pitched scream shattered 
windows high above me.

I was still staring dumbfounded up into the sky when my legs began to shake. 
Post traumatic aftereffects were catching up with me. It was always this way after a 
firefight.

I leaned against the alleyway wall and slumped to the ground, noticing that 
there seemed to be a new star in the sky.
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Chapter Three

The docs in the Burn Unit said I was lucky. Mostly first-degree burns, except for 
the spots which had been closest to the glow. Second-degree there, and a bit of 
third-degree in a most delicate place. They’d expected far worse based on the 
descriptions they’d heard from the other people at the fundraiser. 

I’d make a full recovery they said. It would just take time. Time and a lot of pain.

The morphine in my IV dulled most of the pain, so I distracted myself by 
thinking about Kara. Wondering what she was doing now. I hoped she’d come to 
see me.

Instead, Jana and Charlize eased the door open. They made such a mismatched 
couple, Jana looking so Amazonian with Charlize looking so slender and 
ridiculously hot. Charlize leaned down, her fragrant, blonde hair falling over me as 
she whispered that she owed me one for saving Jana. Just as soon as I got out of the 
hospital.

I told her that wasn’t necessary. I said it was an instinctive thing, pushing Jana 
away, and besides, Kara was the one who really saved all of us. I didn’t have the 
heart to tell her that a critical part of me was too toasted to be of any use to anyone 
for a long time. And she was a lesbian in any case.

Charlize just winked at me and whispered “later.” I knew a promise when I saw 
one, which started to make me hard. Lesbian or not, Charlize was a dream. A 
dream that unfortunately only made my burns hurt all the worse.

We talked for a bit, mostly about what had happened at the fundraiser. Jana said 
that nobody had seen Kara since I saw her fly away. That worried me.

A nurse came and chased the two of them away all too quickly. As they were 
leaving, another woman holding a press badge walked into the room. Pretty face, 
gorgeous blue eyes, long black hair, great figure. Very toned but slender. She was 
dressed in an expensively-tailored business suit, the skirt short enough to be a 
distraction given her long legs. 

“Good morning, Mr. Anders. My name is Lynda Danvers from the Daily Planet’s 
Seattle office. May we talk for a moment?”
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Her face looked familiar, but I couldn’t place her. The morphine was making me 
loopy.

“I’m really not up for any interviews,” I said sourly. The last thing I wanted was 
to talk to some pushy reporter from an east-coast newspaper.

“I’m sorry to hear that. I was hoping to do a story about your Sunshine clinic 
and the recent attacks against Supergirl. Both the attack at your clinic and the one 
at your fundraiser. I suspect Lex Luthor is behind them.”  

I frowned. It didn’t take a genius to figure that out, but saying it out loud was a 
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good way to get dead. It was bad enough that Sunshine was in the news at all. We 
didn’t want people to be afraid to come to the clinic for fear of violence. 

“And if not that story, then how about describing what its like to be Supergirl’s 
boyfriend?”

“What? Where did you hear…?” I started to protest, only to see her eyes flash 
brighter. Two pale beams of light converged on the sheet next to me, igniting it.

“Kara?!” I gasped as I quickly dumped my water glass on the flames. “Is that 
really you?”

“You said to establish a secret identity. I asked Kal to help me. He figured being 
a reporter would be useful. We get to travel around all the time, no set hours, we 
get to talk to people about crimes, have access to police records and so on. He 
figures its a good way to get info that I might be able to use as Supergirl.”

“Great idea.”

“Problem is that I don’t have a place to stay here in Seattle. No paycheck yet, 
and you know how hard it is to find a decent apartment in any case. I was 
wondering if perhaps I could stay at your place. You know, until I find some place 
of my own.”

I was stunned by her offer. But how could it be that Supergirl didn’t have a place 
to live?  Where did Kara stay when she wasn’t working? I would have thought she’d 
have figured that out by now. Maybe she never stopped working.

“Ah, yeah, sure, of course. But my place needs some work.” I winked at her. 
“Somebody trashed the place.”

She floated down to sit on the side of my hospital bed, crossing those amazing 
legs of hers. She took my hand in hers, placed it on her knee, and leaned down to 
give me a soft kiss. I inhaled her delicate natural perfume. She smelled so amazing. 

“Only issue is, Mr. Anders, is that if I recall correctly, you only have one bed, 
and a broken one at that. Is this going to be a problem?”

I grinned, my imagination soaring. I felt as if I was floating on air. Was it her 
scent, or her hinted promise of sleeping with me? Whatever it was, it was more 
powerful than any drug. I started to sit up, bracing for the pain, only to realize that I 
felt none. 
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Lynda grinned as she saw the amazed look on my face, her smile radiating pure 
sunshine, illuminating the dim room. “That’ll only work for a short while. My 
scent.” 

“What… how?” 

She shrugged. “Pheromones or whatever. Kal doesn’t know, its not something he 
gives off and we never talked about it back on Krypton.”

“You could make billions if you bottled whatever the hell it is.”

“Not likely. But I can use it to heal you faster than these witch doctors ever 
could. Starting with your worst burns.”

I swore my heart was going to leap out of my chest.

She looked around the room, staring for a long moment at the wall facing the 
nurse’s station. “So, how do I get you checked out of this joint so I can start your 
treatments? Or do I just fly off with you?”

“Lynda Danvers can’t fly. First rule of a secret identity.”

“Rules are made to be broken.”

I smiled as I stood up to look in the closet for my burned clothes. Even my usual 
stiffness was gone. “You don’t get off that easy, Miss Danvers. Looks like I’m going 
to have to train you how to be a proper human girl.”

“Forget the proper part. I’d rather you start by teaching me how human girls 
make love.”

My heart leaped again, but I kept my cool. “Sorry, my dear. Not possible. In my 
bed, you’ll always be Supergirl.”

“Then we are definitely going to fly.”

She walked over to open the window shades as she unbuttoned her blouse, 
revealing that famous “S” beneath. 

“Come on. I’ll show you how.”

The End (for now)
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